I'm Looking Over A Four Leaf Clover - Mort Dixon
I'm Looking Over A Four Leaf Clover-Mort Dixon
& Harry Woods (1927)

A    E7      Bm7-5    A    E7    A      E7    A   Cdim
I'm looking o- ver a four-leaf clo - ver
A B7 Bm7-5    B7   F#7   B7
That I o - ver - looked be - fore;
E7 Bm7-5    E7    Cdim    A6    Cdim    A6
One leaf is sun - shine, the sec - ond is rain,
B7 F#7    B7    Cdim    E7 Bm7-5    E7
Third is the ro - ses that grow in the lane.

A    E7      Bm7-5    A    E7    A      E7    A   Cdim
No need ex - plain - ing, the one re - main - ing
A B7    Bm7-5    B7   F#7   B7
Is some - bod - y I a - dore.
D6 Bm7-5    Cdim    B7    Amaj7 C#m7-5    F#7
I'm look - ing o - ver a four - leaf clo - ver

(First Time:)
D9 Bm7-5    E7    E7/6    A    Cdim    Bm7-5    E7
That I o - ver - looked be - fore.

(Last Time:)
D9 Bm7-5    E7    E7/6    A    Cdim    A6
That I o - ver - looked be - fore.

[sing whole song twice - note different ending second time!]